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How to Conduct an Interview

This is a vital thing in journalism because readers need to see the different sides
of what people think about the situation your writing about. If you include a
quote, readers know the perspective of people.

1. The simple step to including YES
quote is to first
find someone who has witnessed the Did you have a
Situation and ask a question.
2. Find a strong quote and decide

Where it best fits the article.

3. The final step is to write down
the quote the person said then…
Voila you have it, a quote.

great birthday? And if
so, why?
“It was great! It was
fabulous because all my
friends came and the cake
was a mystery chocolate! It
was the best birthday
EVER!” said Lizzy
enthusiastically.

NO

Did you have a good
birthday?
Yeah, it was good.
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